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Introduction 

Christianity in Kikuyuland, central Kenya, is a century old. From 

the outset there have been many Kikuyu Christianities. They have 

differed over their theology, their spiritual, mental, marital and bodily 

disciplines, forms of worship and formulae of self-government, and over 

how far personal salvation demands social justice. This religious plu- 

rality is due in part to the imported motley of missionary churches, Italian, 
French and Irish Catholics, Anglican English, Presbyterian Scots and 

American Baptists. More profoundly, it reflects the mystery of Christianity, 
its many 'contestable possibilities', open to individual interpretations of 

the Bible.' Deeper still, Christian diversity has voiced an already dispu- 
tatious local culture. The Kikuyu case confirms Adrian Hastings's gen- 
eral thesis, that Africans have had a large hand in making their 

Christianities-even at a time when they had seemingly lost their narra- 

tive power, in the heyday of an ostensible white missionary and colonial 

hegemony.' In more recent years the shortage of land and jobs has 

attacked the bases of self-realisation and responsibility; to achieve full 

manhood has become even harder than winning proper womanhood. 

That has only made Kikuyu Christianities more urgent in their variety.' 

Meanwhile, in an encounter that Hastings puts at the heart of nation- 

hood,' Kikuyu readings of the Bible as an allegory of their own his- 

tory, a story of national servitude, salvation, exile and return, have 
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themselves to be, more consciously than before, a nationality, a people. 

Kikuyu Christianity's historical variety is easily sketched in. Its initial 

sociology of conversion defies any attempt at pattern-making. The pio- 
neers were from a stateless society, one without the concerted power 
to decide who could or could not aspire to a new therapeutic community 
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or knowledgeable authority.6 Many sorts of largely young men and 

women, kinless and well-connected alike, first tested the new faith and 

its learning. They then led different lives; some remained close to their 

mission, others were careless of or opposed to it. Many black Christians 

scarcely met a white missionary at all and were less likely to do so 

over time. Missionary numbers remained small, Christians multiplied. 
From the 1920s, Africans themselves entered the ordained ministry; and 

Kikuyu penalised the missions slow to start such church building.' 

Kikuyu theologies have covered a broad spectrum of belief, accord- 

ingly. In the 1920s Christians divided on the compatibility of Christ 

and clitoridectomy, on how far faith should replace custom. Some left 

the missions to lead independent churches with a Christian-national 

project. Others founded 'praying' churches for whom any politics was 

an offence to the Spirit. In the 1930s others still were swept into the 

mission churches' Revival which fostered love for white brethren who 

were similarly 'broken'. The nationalism of Christians and non-Christians 

alike was still more contested in the years after the second world war. 

Some Christians fell martyr to the seemingly pagan insurgency called 

'Mau Mau'; but others took to the forest, Bible in pocket, gun in hand, 
and deplored the tactical influence of traditional diviners. Finally, today, 
the theology of power could not be more divided. Some Kikuyu pray 
for the President as God's agent on earth and allow a legitimate sphere 
for Caesar's reasoned rule; others fear that the state is in league with 

the Devil and rest their only hope on the Second Coming. 
But to what end is this parading of a local Christian sectarianism? 

Adrian Hastings's own work suggests three issues. The first is the nature 

of 'the long conversation' between Christian and African cosmologies;' 
the second is whether one can properly identify an African church his- 

tory, a narrative of growth or crisis which influenced actors in their 

time; and, finally, how far doctrinal variety was inter-related, debated 

and perhaps modulated, rather than a mere cacophony of different 

voices for ever out of tune. Did not these diverse Christianities help to 

articulate different interests and subjectivities as they became more 

aware of their conflicting claims within a growing ethnic nationalism? 

All three issues are fraught with controversy. 
The terms of the discursive relation between Christian and African 

cosmologies have attracted a spirited historiography. The nub of the 

controversy is how far colonial Christianity provided a hegemonic vision 

persuasive enough to transmute racial inequality from an injustice 

demanding political resistance into a ladder of cultural ambition. Any 
answer must respect historical contingency. Cases differed with the 
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nature of indigenous thinking on personal and societal destinies; the 

tendency of the colonial power, whether or not responsive to the fears 

and demands of white settlers, to respect or exploit African authorities; 
the nationality and doctrines of the local mission societies; and so on. 

The Kikuyu case is but one among many. Its internal diversity nonetheless 

suggests three general points.`' The first is that the terms of the religious 
'conversation' were argued out between Africans as well as with whites. 

Kikuyu generated, within their own changing moral economy, the dis- 

cursive energy which enlivened their debate with colonial Christianity. 
Some of their first converts were as 'enthusiastically confrontational' to- 

ward indigenous inequities as in other parts of Africa.'° Secondly, how- 

ever, there was compromise as well as confrontation in the cross-cultural 

encounter. Each protagonist, missionary and African enquirer, found 

areas of uncertainty in the other's position, perhaps particularly on the 

question how far God, whoever He was, poured His blessings only on 

people of self-disciplined social virtue." Finally, not least in Kenya with 

its settler minority bent on building 'a white man's country', colonial 

projects were rarely agreed between Africa's colonizers. Missionaries 

shuddered at the proletarian future that settlers offered their adherents; 
and found ways to practise their belief that a living church needed an 

autonomous, peasant, base. Colonial hegemony foundered on compet- 

ing ideologies that overlapped with African debate.'2 In short, the mutual 

doubts and confusions of the conversation between white and black 

could not long support, let alone mask, their unequal power relations. 

But, secondly, can diversity shape a church history or does it merely 
breed multivocal clamour? Kikuyu Christianities do indeed seem to 

have had a joint history, a sense of period, even stages of growth,'3 in 

which the terms of debate changed, to voice new contests while never 

quite silencing the old. Many historians now deprecate narrative as a 

hindrance to understanding past actors who had little idea whence they 
came or whither they were going. This properly professional reserva- 

tion is in the present case outweighed by two considerations. One is 

the acute narrative sensibility of any who at some personal cost change 
their explanations of the world and their place in it; the retrospectively 

thpj,r own ?tory oyrp it !1rn!1111?ivf' nOWf'r. The same 

is the more true of any young church that invokes a newly incarnate, 

historical, God.14 This sense of living in a purposive story can be all 

the more powerful when, to recall the third issue suggested by the 

Kikuyu case, a new political community is also in the making, a prophetic 
arena which lends to the base metal of human conflict a halo of duty 
to the dead and the unborn. 
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It is admittedly difficult to give shape to the first decade of this cen- 

tury when Kikuyu made their earliest enquiries into, and creative appro- 

priations of, Christianity. They came forward-to adopt a Kikuyu view 

that implies anything but a 'colonisation of the mind'-often rebelliously, 
from different kin circumstances or working lives, out of personal cri- 

sis or political calculation. Nonetheless, the second decade of Christian 

life, the 1920s, may, without constricting its variety, be seen as an ener- 

getically discursive project of Reconciliation. This was a creative attempt 
to translate the former, precolonial, moral discourse of age, generation 
and clan obligation into the basis of a new people whose redemptive 
colonial narrative of endurance, duty and salvation was prefigured 
in the Bible. For many of this first generation of athomi or 'readers' it 

was axiomatic that to save true Kikuyuness from extinction one had 

to be what their parents condemned as delinquent, a Christian. To be 

both Christian and Kikuyu was to control an otherwise threatening mod- 

ernity. Ethnic nationalism was a moral project, a rethinking of the terms 

of social belonging, before it was a political one. After this 'stage of 

growth' there could be no looking back. The demands of 'moral eth- 

nicity'-this collective debate about how to obey the local tenets of 

moral economy in new times-could never be entirely ignored in the 

future, however private one's hopes of salvation. 15 

This ethnic appropriation of Christianity provoked the next, costly, 

phase of growth, Revival, broadly construed and incorporated within 

different movements. It was a time when Christianity deepened its hold 

on Kikuyu imaginations. I do not by that phrase impute any primor- 
dial 'essentialism' to Kikuyu; to the contrary, they renegotiated social 

duty as changing times required. But they were driven by the moral 

necessity to tame their wilderness, the forests of their corrugated high- 
lands, to clear a field for prosperous civilisation.'6 Social labour made 

fruitful God's gifts; pleased ancestors; and brought forth a wealth which 

was justified in repaying its sacred and social debts. Like other Africans, 
civilisers of a poor and capricious continent, Kikuyu followed a theol- 

ogy of abundance." The project of reconciliation had begun to Chris- 

tianise its terms and images. But from the 1930s Kikuyu had to argue 
out its implications, urgently and afresh, as the moral context changed. 

Competitive white and black rural capitalisms had emerged; and pri- 
vate property, by denying its social debts, evoked a rising fear of envi- 

ous witchcraft between Africans no less than a growing resentment of 

white settlerdom. 

Christians faced this new wealth differently. To missionary dismay, 
their Protestant adherents, a Christian establishment, continued to accept 
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the old cosmic equation between wealth and virtue. The new 'praying' 
churches, the akurinu, repudiated mammon in a puritanical theology 
that owed nothing to missionary or Kikuyu thought and all to scrip- 
tural study. The 'independent' churches, founded by men who had left 

the missions, cleansed wealth by investing it in public improvement. 
Revivalists proper, 'bom again' within the mission churches in a move- 

ment from out of Anglican Uganda, warded off contamination by con- 

fessing the Blood of Jesus. Later, trying to cement a militant political 

loyalty, Mau Mau initiation fended off envious witchcraft with the old 

cleansing medium of the blood of goats. All these approaches tackled 

a single problem: growing social inequality in a context where a single 

political voice was increasingly in demand. Discordant they may have 

been, but they were intimately related, often critical of each other. 

Only since independence have the Kenyan churches, in which Kikuyu 
are often prominent, faced the issue of the state. While many Kikuyu 
leaders in colonial times, Mau Mau generals included, compared their 

struggles with the test of freedom God had set in Exodus," it was not 

until political sovereignty passed to Africans that the hardest questions 
were asked about its earthly purpose. Images of exodus did not desert 

the popular imagination; but were joined by evocations of exile-under 

Darius, or Nebuchadrezzar-and of the Devil. In the early 1990s the 

churches were government's only open opponents, an established yet 

popular voice of Reproof, in which the claims of secular authority were 

tested-in an arena of ethnic competition, not always disinterestedly- 

against those of the people of God. 

Reconciliation 

The earliest surviving Kenyan African painting in western style por- 

trays the parable of the prodigal son."' Its artist, in 1929, was a Kamba 

student at Uganda's Makerere College, member of an ethnic group 

closely related to the Kikuyu. It represents the desire of many pioneer 
Christian men, on entering into marriage and elderhood, to recover 

those morally reciprocal ties with non-Christian kin and neighbours 
which they felt they had lost. Such rupture was only partly due to mis- 

sionary discipline; it also reflected a militant Kikuyu response to the new 

faith. Christianity would not have divided Kikuyu or other African peo- 

ples among themselves had not many found its message so compening.21 
In explaining how missionary faith became indigenous belief, one 

cannot do better than follow Taylor, for the Baganda, or Karanja, for 

the Kikuyu, in discerning a fourfold, interlocked, process of congruence, 
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detachment, demand and crisis.2` Missionaries found Kikuyu belief had 

points of congruence with their own; their denominational patronage also 

matched the competitive openness of Kikuyu culture. Kikuyu were 

detached from old ties and freed to associate with others of their kind 

as much by their own social rifts-generational friction, the moral 

failings of the great hunger suffered at the turn of the century-as 

by colonial dislocations. The urgency of the demand which 'readers', 

athomi, 'felt the Gospel laid upon them' to disown such received ob- 

servances as family sacrifice often startled their white pastors. But 

athomi never faced quite the crisis, or test of faith which, on some read- 

ings, Ganda converts met in having to choose between saviour and king 
in 'a fiery moment of martyrdom'. In its decentralised political con- 

text, less greedy for martyrs, the Kikuyu Church nonetheless 'wrestled 

with its conscience for years."' 
The promise of congruence lay in the missionaries' assent to elements 

of Kikuyu cosmology. Catholics and liberal Protestants thought its 

monotheism a basis for dialogue. While Kikuyu acknowledged lesser 

powers in their cosmology, they also seemed to believe in a transcend- 

ent and bountiful creator, to whom sacrifice could effectively be made 

by upright elders. Kikuyu ethics were also admirable: their condem- 

nation of anti-social forces, their generosity and sense of duty. While 

their ideas of an afterlife seemed vague, Kikuyu did at least speculate 
on the possibility of resurrection. There appeared to be much for the 

Gospel to build on. Missionaries nonetheless felt that much needed to 

be rebuilt. The Kikuyu God, Ngai, the divider of good things, was too 

aloof: proverbially, He was not to be pestered. Kikuyu prophets also 

had dubious claims to revelation. Prayer was a communal cry in cri- 

sis, not regular, private, devotion. Kikuyu trusted God less than they 
feared sorcery. External contagion substituted for personal sin. Kikuyu 
abused sex and alcohol, their circle of love was narrow, they laughed 
at the afflicted, and were terrified of death. As to their initiation rites, 
while male circumcision was tolerable to Britons then adopting it them- 

selves, female clitoridectomy seemed a cruel and dangerous mutilation. 

Kikuyu had no dialogue with God such as liberated Christians. Animal 

sacrifice performed by close kin was the antithesis to the the one true 

sacrifice, made for all, on the Cross." 

While no missionary, apart from some American Baptists, wished to 

destroy Kikuyu belief, while some indeed came to see the Gospel as 

fulfilling an unconscious African yearning for truth, they recoiled from 

much social practice, especially to do with sexuality and gender.24 Some 

separation from old ways seemed needed to inculcate new belief. They 
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would have agreed with Archdeacon Willis in western Kenya, when 

calling for a boarding school: 'God himself does not attempt the prac- 

tically impossible. He did not attempt to give Israel the law in Egypt: 
He first brought them out, then He taught them ... ordinary village 
life is dead against Christianity 

But some young Kikuyu also welcomed detachment. One of them con- 

trasted Christianity's appeal to the young with the Kikuyu elders' view 

that juniors were incapable of grasping 'the personality of God'. An- 

other thought parents sent their most disobedient children first to the 

mission, there to be 'let loose like the English" Christianity thus 'har- 

nessed the energy [of] generational conflict'." Many readers also had 

detachment forced on them, orphaned by famine, with no parents to 

stop them going to school-or wicked uncles who drove them to it. 

The first Anglican marriage joined two such waifs.11 There could be 

no greater case of detachment: a new family formed without benefit of 

kin, cut off from common ritual practice, dependent on outside patron- 

age. It was clearly no foundation for a local church. 

Yet many athomi opposed their kin's household authority with what 

they believed were the Gospel's demands. Missionaries marvelled at and 

rather feared for their courage. Several embarked on their own evan- 

gelistic journeys, either entirely without missionary sanction or in areas 

from which missionaries had withdrawn, and armed only with a ver- 

nacular Gospel." Some burnt down prayer-trees, destroyed diviners' 

professional equipment, buried the corpses from which Kikuyu recoiled; 
even dug up ancestral skulls, daring contagion. The commonest Christian 

rebellion was refusal to share in household sacrifice-an abstention 

which made it invalid.'o One gang of readers beat up people they found 

working in the field on Sundays. Conversely, athomi exploited mission 

patronage to steal a march on age mates, to get circumcised early.3' 
This last example raises the question what inner purpose these delin- 

quent actions served. Why did elders curse readers?" Missionaries saw 
in these rebellions proofs of Grace, responses to the Gospel's demand. 

Doubtless they were, but they came from within a Kikuyu understand- 

ing that made them offensively indigenous assertions of religious dissent, 
or upstart claims to self-mastery, wiathi, however much they may also 

have been signs of dependence on new patrons-all in forms not far 

removed from ordinary Kikuyu practice. There was little to show that 

Christianity was more than an addition to an existing range of cosmic 

enquiry, adopted for Kikuyu rather than missionary ends. Orphan mar- 

riages were few. More typically missionaries, assisted by African inter- 

preters, preached to large and interested audiences long before the first 
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baptisms. There were no early Kikuyu martyrs; this absence of divine 

jealousy makes the Kikuyu experience akin to most others in Africa. 

There was, then, a mutual field of questioning between old and new 

theologies in which missionaries encouraged athomi to take the lead in 

debate, by public preaching. This dialogue helped to spare Kikuyu 
churches from crisis in their early years.33 But if the Word was crucial, 
so too was bread. Some of the most dynamic readers came to mis- 

sions, or their schools, because a prior experience of wage labour made 

them thirsty for the magical knowledge of the new world of the 'red 

strangers Nor did literacy add value to external wage labour alone; 
it also conferred power in internal Kikuyu politics. 

Fluency in colonial courts could tip the balance in property disputes 
with neighbours; readers were also protected from colonial labour de- 

mands. Christianity provided not only a ritually-sanctioned skill with 

which to continue local politics by other means but also a status that 

was as much anti-colonial as colonial, even, one might say, neotradi- 

tional in its anti-statish localism. Elders came to terms with athomi over 

property and marriage; parents welcomed back truant sons when cir- 

cumcised, even if by a mission dresser; subclans dedicated land and 

labour to building mission outschools that plugged them into the new 

epistemology of power; within a decade of the first baptism, unlettered 

populations were content to be ruled by young Christian chiefs." 

Missionaries soon faced a mass movement to Christianity such as 

Hastings has discerned elsewhere in Africa at this time. Its origin 
can be dated precisely, to 1915-16, when the annual sale of scripture 

portions leapt from 755 to over 10,000, at 30 cents each, a day's pay 
It was in 1916, too, that 1,600 readers went off to war in German 

East Africa (now mainland Tanzania), under missionary officers, as 

Carriers. Almost all returned alive, in striking contrast to the tens of 

thousands of unlettered porters who did not have the prophylactic pro- 
tection of scripture in their kit .3' But it was also at this time that the 

candidate generation of the two ritual moieties, into which Kikuyu had 

hitherto divided themselves, began to pay goat fees to the outgoing 
one, in the sacrificial commutation of private wealth into public respon- 

sibility called ituika. Readers joined in with their generation mates, once 

they had ensured that their goats were eaten rather than sacrificed.38 

It was also the time when subclans, mbari, entirely unbidden by mis- 

sionaries, started to invest in schooling. 
The first world war was of high significance, then, as much for 

indigenous ritual time as for church-building time. Kikuyu were seiz- 

ing hold on Christianity while Christianity was taking hold of the land. 
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After the war, in a ferment of anti-colonial politics, even non-Christian 

chiefs took offence at being called Judas. Some thought of the politi- 
cal leader, Harry Thuku, as Messiah, others as Moses, and still others 

associated him with the rainbow-dragon which used to hallow ituika.39 

This was not a manichean but a theologically plural world. It is not 

to be wondered that some missionaries called revival meetings, to stiffen 

Christian vocation against its dangerous social popularity. They wanted 

their readers to face a crisis which readers seemed as keen to avoid 

One can now see why the boldest politicians in the 1920s, in the 

Kikuyu Central Association (KCA), a 'young Christian' party, which 

some Scots dismissed as Anglican, adopted reconciliation as their project. 
The KCA's general secretary, Johnstone Kenyatta, was one of the many 

orphan athomi. Its first Presbyterian office-holder, he founded the ver- 

nacular party paper in 1928 and named it Muo4thania-one who makes 

people listen and agree together, a reconciler and, implicitly, a respected 
elder.41 Kenyatta thus asserted the KCA's right to be heard as inter- 

nal conciliator: religious peace had to come before effective anticolonial 

representation. 
The publication of the Kikuyu New Testament in 1926 is said to 

have given the KCA their title. Muigwithania appears in it six times, 
and carries an authority lacking in the mere mjumbe or 'messenger' 
found in the Swahili version, available since 1909, which many Kikuyu 
read. It is in the proposal of such terms to white colleagues that one 

first glimpses the intellectual delight with which Kikuyu scholars explored 
how to squeeze the most intimate old meaning into newly standard- 

ised, and sacralised, words .4' The references are to Christ as mediator 

between God and man (I Tim 2: 5),43 or between a new cosmic covenant 

and the old (Gal 3: 19-20; Heb 8: 6; 9: 15). Athomi must have asked why 
their own faith should not fulfil God's promises to the ancestors in their 

own new age. 
The passage remembered as the KCA's authority for adopting the 

title muigwithania comes from Hebrews ( 12: 24)," where Jesus the medi- 

ator is also a more eloquent sacrifice than Abel's who, like Kikuyu, had 

offered only livestock. This was a useful text for athomi who wanted to 

identify the ,Ngai of the Old Kikuyu Testament with the Christian 

God whom missionaries, on their advice, also called Ngai.45 Kenyatta 
himself stressed this continuity in moral theology, as the basis of the 

two-stage argument with which he and his colleagues pressed for rec- 

onciliation. Their underlying premise was that the urban world of wage 
labour-not Christianity, as their elders thought-presented modernity's 
main threat to Kikuyu. The first stage of their thesis called on athomi 
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to return to filial obedience; the second turned the tables on elders by 

claiming that repentant readers were best able to safeguard true Kikuyu 
civilization. 

Athomi found it relatively easy to make terms with the unlettered. 

Many had already done so with their kin; their favourite simile com- 

pared pen and spear, weapons new and old for defence of property. 
But legal utility was not social harmony. George Ndegwa, a later KCA 

secretary, rhetorically put the problem. He was proud to be one of the 

new ritual generation, expected to 'straighten' Kikuyu from the moral 

disorder associated with the waning of an incumbent moiety's power. 
But how could he, a 'prostitute' on account of his 'mission clothes', 

presume to straighten society? His own answer was that this was a false 

antithesis, based on appearances. Since Ngai was the God of other races, 
one could be Christian or Muslim and yet remain 'Original Kikuyu'." 

Christianity did not have to mean corruption; ethnic virtue had to come 

to equal terms with the modern world. 

Muigwithania's readers found a marvellously apt biblical allegory for 

discussion of how to harmonise the prostitution of foreign ways with 

true Kikuyuness in the parable of the prodigal son (Luke 15: 11-17). It 

was the most commonly cited folktale, old or new.4' It taught the vir- 

tues of tradition. But obedience to the past was only a step in asserting 
athomi superiority over the elders whom the Bible bade them obey. 
For readers soon concluded that harmony must be a modem project; 
and, modern themselves, athomi were the best representatives of their 

people's cause. 

Muigwithania argued this with the logic of all conservative reform: 

Kikuyu faced new dangers; they needed new defences. Readers com- 

pared the prodigal's private dissipation with the public fecklessness of 

Kikuyu who followed 'the road of wilful ways' to Nairobi. Men were 

absconding from home; women who did so would neither honour fathers 

nor fear husbands. Town reached into the core of Kikuyudom, destroy- 

ing kin and property by debauching gender. Yet townspeople should 

not be deceived: they might take new names but could never remove 

their black skin nor cease to be Kikuyu .48 Male migrants could over- 

come their rulers' racial contempt only by strengthening the moral fibre 

of filial duty. Women's own constructions of self-mastery in town and 

trade as yet made them only more reprehensible in the men's eyes.49 
Athomi admitted that they had led the way to town's corruptions, 

but claimed that they alone could avert its fate, which was to 'peter 
out among the chomba' or strangers-the Muslim Swahili, Kenya's 
first townsfolk. Migrant labour, a modem seduction from the moral 
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economy of rural obligation, needed a modern antidote, a debate about 

ethnic civic virtue that Christian literacy alone made possible. Kenyatta 
and his generation believed that any claim for equality in a racially 
ordered colony must rest on a patriotic but modern ethnicity; and that 

only they, readers, could awaken it. A self-interested argument, it none- 

theless transformed a repentant Christian delinquency into leadership 
of the Kikuyu common weal. In thinking about the social produc- 
tion of self-mastery in new times, athomi started from the premise that 

the oral transmission of values had been enfeebled by the absence of 

migrant workers. Literacy, by contrast, widened sociability in parallel 
with mobility. Literacy made strangers friends.5° Charles Ng'undo put 
best the athomi claim to be wiser guardians of society than the elders. 

Social order, he wrote, had once been inscribed on consciousness by 
rituals that were now falling into decay. 'A man will not speak to his 

child or a child address his father for want of a sign.' Christians must 

update the rituals of instruction. Tea-parties, he suggested-to Christian 

readers many of whom had foresworn alcohol-could call parents and 

children together at circumcision, for instance, so that they could 'recog- 
nise' each other and thank God. He called on all to 'wake up and turn 

over the fallow-land of your brains', to think up new ways of convey- 

ing social memory.5' And he had good grounds for thinking that print- 

religion would do so: Kikuyu proverbs were first collected by student 

competition in mission schools. 52 

Kenyatta, too, believed in the socially conservative but patriotically 
modern role of mission education. From London, where he went in 

1929 to represent his people, he reminded Kikuyu of their prodigal's 

duty to the Almighty, in whom he combined Kikuyu and Christian 

aspects of God.53 Townsmen must not think their ethnic identity irrel- 

evant ; to despise one's own history invited stagnation. They must unite 

and thatch-with new grass-the leaky roof of the house of custom. 

Muigwithania was full of calls to record custom, to avert the ignorance 
of future generations. 54 Kikuyu were already talking Swahili, a 'foreign 

jargon' once thought to be gibberish; print alone could save the Kikuyu 

tongue from extinction .15 And Christianity was a better buttress of Kiku- 

yuness than Islam, as Gideon Mugo argued when warning against 

taking Muslim names. That would only make one a Swahili, a double 

disgrace: a 'stranger' and yet another subject people. Christian names 

on the other hand made Kikuyu 'of the one clan of Christianity', equal 
to all. 56 

But Christianity also divided. One can sense Kenyatta's anger when 

he described the KCA's struggle for 'all Kikuyu to attain unity, educated 
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and uneducated, ceasing to ask each other, what Mission do you belong 
to? or, you are not a reader. For if there could be an end of things like 
these the country of Kikuyu could go ahead in peace.' But one must 
ask why he chose to anchor this plea on the text 'Galatians 6: 2'.5' 
No Kikuyu would have objected to the first clause of this Pauline in- 

junction : 'Bear one another's burdens'. But what about the rider, 'and 
so fulfil the law of Christ'? He could have chosen from many scriptural 
texts, or indeed Kikuyu proverbs, favouring cooperation but without 

invoking Christ. Kenyatta appears to have understood religious divi- 
sion to be a reflection of other Kikuyu quarrels rather than inherent 
in Christianity. He could apparently evoke no more unifying sanction 
for a patriotic project than the Son of the newly trinitarian Ngai, both 

Kikuyu and modern, political actor and moral example. Gideon Mugo, 
an influential Anglican, backed Kenyatta up. He agreed that churches 
were cattle-kraals, protecting Kikuyu value against the hyena of colo- 

nialism. Indeed, he visualised Kikuyuland as itself a church, part of a 
world-wide communion. Athomi were not a separate clan, merely those 
who had first heard the Gospel. Mugo pleaded for ethnic unity, in im- 

peccably Christian, incarnational, terms. Missionaries were wrong, he 

thought, to disapprove of politics as 'worldly', for 'we are all of us of 
the world.' Had not Christ's parting words to his disciples been 'that 
the Church was to be built here on Earth until he should take us to 
His home above'? In a delightful change of image, illustrative of the 

permeable terms of 'the long conversation', Mugo concluded that 'the 

people of the little digging stick', a nickname for Kikuyu, should agree 
together like the smoke that mingled above their huts. 58 Athomi seem 
to have found it impossible to imagine 'the country of Kikuyu' detached 
from its framework of church organisation-however divided-and Chris- 
tian hope. 

The best confirmation of this thesis lies in the outcome of the so- 
called female circumcision crisis of 1929, when some Protestant mis- 
sion stations lost ninety per cent of their congregations and scholars in 

protest against the missionary demand that they foreswear clitoridec- 

tomy for their daughters.19 Apart from the American Baptists who never 

recovered, because their school system was poor and missionary author- 

ity unyielding, church and school rolls more than revived within five 

years. Moreover, even dissent was Christian. The defenders of clito- 

ridectomy invested much money and effort in independent schools and 
the churches without which they could not imagine education, yet con- 
tinued the cross-cultural 'conversation'. They asked the white Anglican 
bishop to confer the apostolic succession on their ordinands; only when 
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he refused did they turn elsewhere for legitimacy-and to a still older 

church, the African Greek Orthodox. This they did, not in obedience 

to a supposed colonial Christian hegemony but, rather, as a claim to 

equal legitimacy in a world thronged with competing ethnicities, only 
one of which, the British, had hitherto had the audacity to proclaim 
itself universal. 

Revival 

Much has been written on the East African Revival of the 1930s, 

by Hastings among others." Two reminders are in order here: that 

Revival was only one-and perhaps a minor-strand in the thread of 

Kikuyu Christian revival; and that this period of church-building seems 

best grasped as an era of moral confrontation between new biblical 

readings and rural capitalism's violations of the old moral economy of 

obligation between wealth and poverty. The publication of the Kikuyu 
New Testament in 1926 was the originating date, not the arrival of 

Ugandan evangelists a decade later. The independence of the Bible- 

reading mind, and the contestability of Christianity's possibilities in a 

self-consciously divided society, could scarcely be more vividly displayed. 
On the one hand, the vernacular scriptures authorised the reconcilia- 

tion attempted by Muigwithania. But two years of devoted reading, in 

caves, also gave birth to the first 'praying' or akurinu church. This was 

perhaps the first Kikuyu church to realise that the Holy Spirit was the 

most demanding person of the Trinity; He condemned political in- 

volvement and material wealth, and left clitoridectomy to the private 
conscience.61 In every respect this teaching was contrary to the KCA 

programme. If the KCA were reconcilers, then the akurinu were revo- 

lutionaries, dissident Kikuyu in every sense other than their insistence 

on ritual purity; and even this was more Levitical than Kikuyu. Kenyatta 

(by now Jomo) voiced a common, internally critical, opinion when he 

called them 'a bunch of lunatics'.62 It was also early in the 1930s that 

perhaps the most remarkable among several Kikuyu itinerant preach- 

ers, Mwangi wa Nyarere, first proclaimed the culturally revolutionary 
demands of Christ. He deliberately distanced Christ from the old Kikuyu 

cosmology, utterly opposed to the KCA, and missionary, project of a 

cumulative theological continuity.63 

Ironically, it was the 'independent' churches, their numbers swelled 

by the female circumcision crisis, that most closely followed the teach- 

ing of the missionaries from whom they had seceded; but then, alone 

of the 'revivals' under consideration, they deepened not their fidelity 
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to Christ but to pre-Christian prophecy ;64 indeed they expelled akurinu 

prophets and refused a hearing to Mwangi. Christian rebirth could 
nonetheless revalidate African practice and belief; the energetic differences 
in the African side of the 'long conversation' are endless. When Revival 

'proper' came within the mission churches, its brethren not only attested 
to the cleansing power of the Blood of the Lamb, they confessed sin 

publicly in what looks like an 'African' defence against accusations of 
witchcraft.65 One of the leading revivalists, later Bishop, Obadiah Kariuki 
was also very 'Kikuyu' in committing himself to God out of gratitude 
that he and his age-mates had been spared the worst ravages of the 

Spanish flu pandemic of 1919.66 These were all marks of seriously con- 

sidered, and prayed, Christian division in face of the most contentious 
issues of Kikuyu moral ethnicity, not least the theology of wealth and 

poverty. They had little to do with missionary teaching and more to 
do with the Gospel's contestable demands, that revived both Christian 
faith and, in some, African ritual practice, while making the latter still 
more anathema to others. Wealth and poverty were even more con- 
tentious by 1950. 

By 1950 all Kikuyu leaders were literate and familiar with Christian 

doctrine, not least the militant leaders of Mau Mau. Whites charged 
Mau Mau with anti-Christian paganism. I have argued elsewhere that 
this was not SO.67 The best way to prove this is to examine the move- 
ment's teachings with respect to moral ethnicity, by comparison with 
the teaching of the several Kikuyu Christianities, of which there were 

by now three distinct protestant strands. Mau Mau's relations with them 
were governed by the churches' views on moral ethnicity's contract 
between rich and poor. The first Christianity was that of the estab- 

lishment, of missionary origin but with parish organisations now almost 

wholly African. It was worldly in belief and practice, conventionally 
Kikuyu in its estimate of wealth-that it was the reward for using God's 

talents, just as poverty was the price of neglecting them. Its sensibili- 
ties were closer to the Old Testament than the New. 

However much missionaries would deny it, Mau Mau owed much 
to this first Christianity; the former's militants grappled with the lat- 
ter's failures and widened its popular appeal. The chief missionary fail- 
ure was an inability to enter the peasant world of personal evil. Prayer 
to God was no answer to the evil willed by other men on earth. Mis- 
sionaries found Mau Mau oaths disgusting because, with their own 

generalised belief in original sin and a scientific attitude to disease or 
the caprice of nature, they did not grasp the full horror of the occult 

power that Kikuyu knew to be available to their enemies. Mau Mau 
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oaths seem to have been not so much opposed to Christianity as sup- 

plements to it in a magical field that missionaries did not enter. A 

major element in Mau Mau ideology, therefore, seems to have been 

non-Christian rather than anti-Christian. Mau Mau also gave Christian 

ideas a wider audience. Its politics was voiced in hymns, nyimbo. Their 

theology seems to have come from the independent churches; these 

believed, with both the missions and the old religion, in justification by 
works. In all other respects the nyimbo were eclectic; as in the days of 

Harry Thuku, theirs remained a theologically plural world. Belief in 

the old God, Ngai, in Jehovah, in a political Christ, anger against sor- 

cery, all played a part, coloured by a civic religion of ethnic national- 

ism. The nyimbo were no more anti-Christian than those of any nation 

that enlists God on its side at time of war. They compared Kikuyu to 

the children of Israel and the British to the Egyptians. These echoes 

of an Exodus by a tribe already knowing God were made the more res- 

onant by the publication of the Kikuyu Old Testament in 1951, mis- 

sionary and black Christian linguistic effort feeding political dissent 

The nyimbo compared Kenyatta with Moses, leading to freedom and 

wealth, not to salvation. In one he was also, implicitly, Messiah: 'he 

gave his life to save USI.69 Mau Mau hopes were thus couched in a pur- 

posive tradition that owed much to the Christianity of reconciliation, 

muigwithania. A political faith, its nyimbo were however full of biblical- 

if also witheringly Kikuyu-calls to good behaviour: men were known 

by their fruits, the prodigal must return to his people, the lazy could 

expect no freedom, nor wastrels 'free things'. Only toil gave a right to 

the land that the British ought to give back.'° This-worldly Kikuyu reli- 

gion, whether of the Christian establishment or of remembered moral 

economy, was pressed into political service. But this exercise was scarcely 
more hegemonic than the missionary project before it. 

For there was also dissident belief, as there had been since at least 

the 1920s. The praying churches, emerging from the caves of 1926, 
had by now split into two traditions. The first, the dini ya Jesu liristo, 
came into prominence in 1947. Its members cut up a Kikuyu tailor 

who refused to make them a flag free of charge; then killed three police- 
men. The dini (sect) said that government had fallen, the policc were 

the devil's soldiers. Respectable Kikuyu, Kenyatta included, thought the 

sect worse than mere lunatics by now: they were animals .7 ' There was 

no evidence, other than in inflamed British imaginations, that the dini 

had anything to do with Mau Mau; and it was quite unlike the other 

praying churches. These continued to separate themselves from normal 

life. Unlike the missions, they actively opposed sorcery and were obsessed 
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with ritual cleanliness. They refused to drink blood or to mix 'godli- 
ness with politics'. Indeed, one of their prophets held that only those 

of his adherents who found it too hard to obey God should turn to 

Kenyatta.'2 The praying churches, akurinu, were alone in bringing con- 

solation to the poor; but they did not preach action on their behalf. 

Some missionaries explained Mau Mau as the politicians' response 
to Revival within the mission churches. That is not proven; as I have 

argued, they seem to have sprung from similar roots of social anxiety. 
Revival attracted some of those few Kikuyu who enjoyed material suc- 
cess. They listed their deadly sins as worldliness, anger and envy, to 
be washed in the blood of Christ. Mau Mau members were similarly 
freed from imputations of witchcraft, if by the blood of a ram.'3 The 

akurinu, Revival and Mau Mau look to have had different answers to 

sorcery in the new moral economy of money. This does not mean that 
the missions were right to see Mau Mau and its Kikuyu resistance as 
locked in religious war. Just as Kikuyu knew many Christianities, so 
too a decentralised society harboured different Mau Maus. Some gangs 
did fight Christianity; a dead goat desecrated at least one church altar." 

Many church-school teachers died, and one or two pastors. In 1953, 
the Emergency war's first year, over sixty teachers were attacked; nearly 
half were killed. 15 This was a small minority of the hundreds of teach- 
ers employed but revivalists felt especially threatened; some were martyred 
for refusing to drink the blood of goats. Two Anglican revivalists were 

killed for giving tea to thirsty policemen; others were spared precisely 
because they could be trusted not to help the police.76 Catholics felt 

particularly at risk because Mau Mau feared the power of the con- 

fessional ; yet the most senior insurgent commander went as a Catholic 

convert to the gallows, his last words being as much Kikuyu as Christian: 

'Farewell to the World and all its belongings."' Moreover, had Mau 
Mau leaders ordered a general attack on the churches, there would have 
been many more martyrs; with no wire, guns or searchlights they had 
no defence. Virtually all African clergymen survived, perhaps because 
most of them refused to bear arms. Those who died were probably 
killed not so much because of their faith but because their refusal to 

take the oath breached security; sub-clan disputes over church prop- 

erty also took their toll. White missionary school-supervisors, who mo- 
tored hundreds of miles a month with their teachers' pay-packets during 
the Emergency war, were never ambushed; an Anglican, Cyril Hooper, 
whose missionary father's typewriter had produced the first KCA peti- 
tion a generation earlier, left unrepaired his car's broken exhaust-pipe 
so that Mau Mau, hearing him, would let him pass unharmed.78 Guerilla 
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fighters in the forest complained that their generals were too Christian; 
some generals complained that guerillas were too influenced by witch- 

doctors." Religious belief was both transcendent and a concentrate of 

political thought, deeply contested, appealed to by all, the hegemonic 

property of none. 

Reproof 

All scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for cor- 
rection and for training in righteousness. 

David Gitari, then Bishop of one of the Kikuyu Anglican dioceses, 
directed this Pauline injunction against critics of his political use of 

scripture in mid-1987, at a time when church-and-state relations were 

more vocally controversial than at any time in Kenya's history.'o The 

Bible is the only universal literature Kenyans possess, telling the same 

stories, with all their contestable teleological possibilities, in all the main 

vernaculars. It shapes the popular imagination. A missionary, revisit- 

ing his embattled flock in the Emergency, exclaimed of Kikuyuland, 
'This is Gospel country!' and listed the parables he could see there 

illustrated.8' Kikuyu, one fifth of Kenya's population, had made that 

journey of the spirit long before. It is impossible to understand Kenya's 

political culture otherwise. The Kikuyu novelist Ngugi wa Thiong'o, an 

avowed atheist, has complained that he cannot escape the imagery of 

the Bible." Three points about the Bible and politics can be made in 

conclusion: the deepening popular understanding of the Word; the 

strength which this gives to prophetic criticism by church leaders, if on 

different theological grounds; and the divergent Kenyan continuities, to 

restate one theme of this essay in a broader context, that persist through 

change. 
First, then, the deepening popular understanding. Kikuyu have long 

quarried the Bible for contemporary comment, but it is important to 

remember that in the creative task of Bible translation they first put 
their own images into its Word. They imagined Boer farmers as Pharoah's 

taskmasters, both of them kaburu, a corruption of 'corporal'; they con- 

verted the settlers' 'White Highlands' into a Kikuyu Canaan. Gideon 

Mugo had said of Thuku's arrest in 1922 that Goliath had come against 
him; a generation later Mau Mau, too, saw themselves as under attack 

from the Philistine giant.83 Since independence, hymns of Exodus have 

persisted-such as 'Water is bitter', mai ni maruru, which contrasts the 

politicians' failure to refresh people with the life that Moses released 

from the rock. 84 The most striking change in imaginations of evil has 
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been that dread of the Devil has replaced fears of witchcraft, perhaps 
because of the closer popular association between money and the state 
than in colonial times. People resent the need to bow before politicians 
who have made an idol of money.85 Money now destroys relationships, 
as witchcraft once did. The tea, chai, of Christian sociability and eth- 
nic memory of the 1920s and euphemism for Mau Mau oathing in the 

1950s, has become the slang for bribes to state officials and a poison 
to one's posterity.86 Only the Devil could encourage the regime to 

destroy slum settlements or its citizens, more bloodily, in the recent 

campaigns of 'ethnic cleansing'. Resentment of oppression has brought 
a new moral readiness to take the part of the poor, entirely absent 
from the era of Mau Mau. Taped songs relayed in Kenya's mini-bus 
matatus have been especially subversive: 'God, a person who hates the 

needy hates you, because you are the one who created the needy.' 
Hatred has increased because 'money has driven this country mad.... 

you have assumed that money is your God.' 'We feel very bad when 

people are praying to the power of the devil here in Kenya. Banish 
the devil to go away from us.' Does this centralisation of the source 
of evil confirm the Christianisation of the popular mind?" 

The regime complains, not without reason, that Kikuyu and other 
church leaders confuse ethnic self-interest with the cause of the Kingdom 
of God, and use universal biblical reproof for particularistic ends.88 But 
at the memorial service held in March 1995, in London, at the twen- 
tieth anniversary of the radical politician J.M. Kariuki's still unsolved 

death, the reading from Amos 5: 4-15, where the prophet condemns 
those who afHict the just, take bribes and oppress the poor, was aimed 
as much at the 'ruthless leadership by the late dictator Kenyatta', as 
one of the prayers put it, as against the present, almost entirely non- 

Kikuyu, government. 
Without a popular biblical imagination, which cuts churchgoing poli- 

ticians to the quick, as it did non-Christian chiefs in 1922, it is hard to 

see, secondly, how the sermons of Bishop, now Archbishop, David 

Gitari, amongst other clerical critics of the state, could carry so effective 
a weight of moral reproof. Kenya's experience supports Richard Gray's 
suggestion that, just as the Devil has concentrated African images of 

evil, so too the coming of the Kingdom is now an all-encompassing 
vision of justice.89 However, in illustration of a continuing rift between 
establishment and popular Christianities, Gitari and other leaders take 
care to give Caesar his due, and ascribe no satanic power to the state; 

yet their critique contains as much Old Testament fire as Gospel 
patience. King Rehoboam, who chastised Israel with whips and scor- 
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pions, or the emperor Darius who enacted a decree of which he soon 

repented but could not amend, have both represented the ruler of a 

one-party state who consults no one-as against President Moi's vision 

of a consensual leadership that nurtures the energies of its clients.9° In 

1987 both press and parliament debated the hermeneutics of Darius's 

tyranny, following one of Gitari's sermons. His life was threatened, ap- 

parently by ruling party thugs; but he persevered in his critique of 

power and asked, amongst other awkward questions, why there was 

'No Naboth to say No' to corrupt land scizures.91 

The persistent appeal of Old Testament prophecy makes Gitari a 

child of both Kikuyu history and Christian training, the product of a 

long, international, conversation on equal terms. His God is driven to 

anger against injustice by His love of His creation; catastrophe awaits 

the unjust state, as in pre-Christian times hatreds brought drought. Estab- 

lishment Kenyan Christianity's concern for justice has deep, ecological, 
roots.92 These can also be seen in the new, 1989, Anglican service of 

Holy Communion. Its prayers make more frequent mention of manna, 
bread and grain, than in metropolitan usage. Prayers for the ancestors, 
those who drank from the Rock-'and the Rock was Christ'-build a 

bridge between pre-Christian, Old Testament, Africa and Christian, 
New Testament, Africa.'3 The reconciling task of Mul9wi,thania continues. 

At a vulgar level, it is now possible to sing, reverently, of a God who 

'gave his only son to be sacrificed like a goat so as to bring understand- 

ing to his people'-a simile which I am sure could not be found in 

the previous eighty years of Kikuyu recorded literature, unless in deri- 

sion. But that example of modern consciousness also implicitly makes 

the point that the holy people of God who complain of state persecu- 
tion have a self-interested ethnic identity, as the regime complains. As 

another ambiguous example of continuity one can point to the National 

Council of Churches' voter-education pamphlet of 1992. While its com- 

missioning text was from Exodus 18: 'Moreover, choose able men from 

all the people, such as fear God, men who are trustworthy and who 

hate a bribe', one of its cartoons showed the state as an ogre, with a 

mouth at the back of his neck with which to eat up the unwary, a 

common figure of Kikuyu folkt?deS.'4 Kenya has a Christian political 

imagination that has not ceased to be divisively Kenyan. 
Some might suggest an exception to that observation. It certainly 

seems that a new value is being accorded to women, even unmarried 

mothers, the property-owners of town, once seen by Muigwithania as the 

wasters of male substance. Prominent in local churches, women are in 

some Kikuyu areas being welcomed back as a source of commercial 
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capital for their rural clans, formerly the domain of patriarchy. 'Nowadays', 
as one woman has explained, 'the church is your clan.' On the eve of 
a new millennium, another woman, Wairimu, a seller of maize and 

beans, has observed, 'We are a nation of single mothers. It all started 
with the Emergency and it will only end with the Second Coming!'95 
Perhaps here, in the reconciliation of men and women, some might 
see the beginning of a new stage of growth. The self-realisation of both 
men and women, stunted by poverty and oppression, is forcing each 

gender to recognise how much each needs the other. Elderly Kikuyu 
might say that the churches were merely sponsoring a return to the 

gender equality within households that once upheld precolonial moral 

economy." The long conversation continues, and in the vernacular too. 
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